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PRAYER FOR THE WEEK
30TH AUG – 5TH SEPT 15
Please pray for our coming week of prayer. Pray particularly for
yourself and how you might be able to become involved. Ask God to give
you wisdom and direction as to how you can best pray for the work of our
church here in Groby.
6TH 12TH SEPT 15
A new school term, for some a new school, is waiting to embrace the
children and young people of Groby. Please ask God to bless and protect
Groby’s individual schools, their teachers and the pupils. Maybe God has
put a school or a pupil on your heart to pray for regularly.
13TH  19TH SEPT 15
The Love Groby cafe was so successful in August that it is continuing until
Christmas. Please pray for its continued growth, that it will draw more
people into church and also ask God how you might become involved as
a helper.
20TH  26TH SEPT 15
The Open the Book team have just begun a second year of Bible stories
in the Primary schools in Groby. Please thank God for the amazing
reception they have had from children and staff in their first year and pray
for this excellent partnership to grow and for the children to be really
touched by what they see and hear.
27TH SEPT – 3RD OCT 15
Celebrating Harvest gives us the opportunity to thank God for the food we
can enjoy, and for the many blessings we have in Jesus. Please pray for
many grateful hearts to overflow and a desire to share their Harvest of
food and God’s blessings with the people near and far.
Kathy Duboulay and family will hopefully share their experience of
Harvest in Cajamarca. Please include in your prayers the afternoon
service with the Golden Oldies.
 Lynda Hawkes & Ruth Ivens

WELCOME FROM DAVID,
CHURCH ELDER
Looking out my window this morning I see a blue sky with some wispy
light cloud slowly drifting across it. We seem to have raced through the
summer this year and before we look forward I want to briefly look back
over the two months since the last Contact.
About 4050 children & young people have been on camps over the
summer and this has given them valuable experience of living and
learning in Christian communities. We often hear reference to the camps
in testimonies given later in the lives of those that have been.
Many of our fellowship have been away with friends and families to
destinations all over Britain and the world.
We have experienced with both interest and excitement the ‘Love Groby’
Saturday mornings of coffee and bacon cobs, but more importantly the
opportunities to chat and build relationships with friends old and new.
Sue, our minister, has completed the first of her three months on
sabbatical which now takes her further afield around the country to places
including Southampton and Bath – as Sue explained in the June edition of
Contact. Please continue to prayer for Sue as she is away.
Looking forward to September – all the term time groups start up again
and the valuable work that is done within the toddler groups, the children’s
work and the various young people’s groups begins again.
In church we continue to look at the letters of encouragement and
challenge that Peter wrote as we share together God’s Word as part of
our worship.
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We have the week of prayer ‘Living Well in Today’s World’ as we focus on
living the fruit of the Spirit in our lives and the difference that can make to
others around us – please see article later.
So with the holidays over, if not the summer, many of us have gone back
to work and into our daily routines. For the many involved in education
whether as teachers or governors they will seemingly slowly drift through
another long hard term. For them and many others life is a hard
challenge.
We all face different challenges in life at different times, some can be a
painful struggle whilst others joyful experiences. Either way, or the in
betweens, God is always there for us and ready to use all the challenges
to build us up. We must always remember this and trust Him.
At the last elder’s meeting we looked at Romans 5 in our devotions and
focussed on the words ‘…we know that suffering helps us to endure. And
endurance builds character, which gives us hope that will never disappoint
us’.
As we each work hard in our lives and allow God’s Spirit to change us we
build up our Christian character. We should also work hard as a church
community within the wider Christian community of Groby as we do God’s
work.
Both our individual and community characters should display the fruit of
God’s Spirit which we will find out more about during the week of prayer.
 David Harrup
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ELDERS MEETING
JULY & AUGUST 15
The Elders have met in July and August and some of the topics discussed
are outlined below
Arrangements to cover Sues three months sabbatical were discussed to
ensure continuity.
Week of prayer (Sept 713): Ideas from the planning group were outlined
to elders on the theme of 'Fruits of the Spirit'. (See separate article on
this for more details).
'Love Groby' Lewis gave elders an update on the taster sessions and
future proposals including running the Saturday morning cafe sessions up
to Christmas.
Aspects of worship and music were discussed including the planning of
the harvest service.
Reports from recent CTG and Extend governing group meetings were
presented to elders.
Improvements to the church sound and projection system were discussed
and items of church maintenance.
Dates for a future elders away day and ordination/induction of elders were
discussed.
 Phil Holmes
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LOVE GROBY TASTERS CONTINUES
SATURDAY MORNINGS, UNTIL CHRISTMAS: 9.30AM12.00PM
The initial 4 weeks of Tasters were a great success – so a big thank you
to the many volunteers for enabling these Saturday mornings.
It has been so exciting to serve lots of tasty bacon cobs with Machu
Picchu coffee and seeing people of all ages enjoying chatting, playing,
laughing and sharing together in a relaxed and welcoming space where
God’s abundant love for His people flows and shines.
Already we have welcomed back 'regulars' and have also seen new
people enjoying the relaxed atmosphere each week. The food and drink
is served without charge, but many people have left a small donation
towards running costs.
You and your friends are invited to join us as our guests, or if you would
like to volunteer to help please talk us.
The organising team is Kevan Hall, Rachel Hiscocks, Roger Ivens,
Vivienne Limb, Lewis McKenzie
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WEEK OF PRAYER

Our focus for the Week of Prayer is the Fruit of the Spirit and as the
Contemporary English Version puts it, how 
‘God’s Spirit makes us loving, happy, peaceful, patient, kind, good,
faithful, gentle, and selfcontrolled’ (Galatians 5:2223)
There are activities for everyone to get involved in over the week and to
help you understand how God’s Spirit can make a real change to the way
you live and the impact this can have on others.
SUNDAY 6TH 10AM – SERVICE LED BY KAREN & DAVID
The service will introduce the theme for the week and explain the
activities each day.
MONDAY 7TH 7.009.00PM – PRAYER STATIONS IN CHURCH FOR
ANYONE
An opportunity to explore one or more of nine prayer stations covering the
Fruit of the Spirit – the prayer stations will be available throughout the rest
of the week of prayer. Led by Mary & the team.
TUESDAY 8TH 6.008.00PM – ‘FRUIT FOR THOUGHT’ FOR LADIES
An evening of creative crafting – led by Karen.
WEDNESDAY 9TH 7.309.00PM – ‘MAKING FRUIT SALAD – GOD’S
WAY’ FOR THOSE UNDER 25
Sounds like a tasty session for young people – led by Tom George.
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THURSDAY 10TH 5.307.30PM – ‘READ ALL ABOUT IT!’ FOR MEN
Thought provoking headlines considering what difference God could
make – led by David.
STARTING FRIDAY AT 7.15PM – 24 HOURS OF PRAYER
This will be introduced at the service on Sunday – following which there
will be signup list for individuals or groups to commit to praying over
specific time periods.
FRIDAY 11TH 7.158.15PM – PRAYER WALK/CYCLE FOR ALL
Reaching out into the village with prayer either by walking from church or
by cycling to the extremes of the village – led by the elders.
FRIDAY 11TH AT MIDNIGHT – MIDNIGHT COMMUNION
A time focussed on God’s love for us (and others) – led by David.
SATURDAY 12TH 8.009.00AM – CTG PRAYER BREAKFAST
A time of shared prayer for Churches Together in Groby folk followed by
tea & coffee (and bacon cobs) as we sample ‘Love Groby’.
(The prayer stations will be available all morning in the church)
SATURDAY 12TH 7.008.00PM – ENCOUNTER PRAISE & WORSHIP
People are invited to share their ‘encounters’ with God over this week of
prayer.
The Week of Prayer Team – Sue (presabbatical), Karen, Tom, David,
Mary & Charlotte B.
 David Harrup
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GOOD WORK BY WARMIS
‘Dennis loves playing with friends at nursery, but when
they ask him about his father he says he doesn’t have
one.’
Dennis is just three years old and lives with his mother
and older sister, along with their pigs, chickens and
dogs in a small agricultural community called
Sulluschocha, just outside Cajamarca.
Sadly absent fathers are not unusual here. Men often move away to find
work and a new life in the city, leaving their wives alone to bring up the
children. This can leave deep scars for families like Dennis’, and so
Warmis come alongside people, providing them with support; practical,
emotional and spiritual.
Dennis and his mum have started attending Saturday sessions where
Dennis and his sister can play with friends and are read stories from the
bible, whilst their mum is taught how to make things to sell at market so
she has a source of income. Recently she has been making cushion
covers and ponchos!
These sessions are also an important chance for
women to come together and talk. Most have
experienced their husbands leaving, and so talking
about it together has been very healing.
Spending time at these sessions as a family has
brought them closer and provided them with deep
friendships in the community. Now confident in
God’s love for them, Dennis and his family are
excited for the future.
‘LOVE BEARS ALL THINGS, BELIEVES ALL THINGS, HOPES ALL
THINGS, ENDURES ALL THINGS’. 1 Corinthians 13
Please pray for all the parents in Cajamarca
Pray for all the children like Dennis, that they will know God’s deep love.
Article by Rosa Camargo de Bravo 2nd July 2015
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Miriam Moreno (Warmis) has kindly sent us suggestions for our trip to
Cajamarca, and we expect to visit Selluschocho on a Saturday (Aug. 29th)
to see the work of Warmis in that community for ourselves.
Feeling very blessed and excited at such an opportunity
 Kathy Du Boulay☺

SAMANTHA ASPINALL  ORDINATION
Someone facing a major challenge in September and beyond is Sam
Aspinall who on 19th September is ordained into ministry for a group of
churches in Kent. Some of us will be
travelling down to support her, but I guess
many others will be supporting her in prayer.
David Harrup

TWEET
Nicky Gumbel (@nickygumbel)
17/08/2015 13:24
'IF YOUR VISION IS FOR A YEAR, PLANT WHEAT.
IF YOUR VISION IS FOR TEN YEARS, PLANT TREES.
IF YOUR VISION IS FOR A LIFETIME, PLANT PEOPLE.'
 Rachel Hiscocks

PRAYER BOX
Our Prayer Box Team meets
every TUESDAY – If you would value
prayer, please complete a prayer card
and place it in the box at the back of the church.
 David Harrup
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A SEED OF FAITH
Earlier in the year, Samantha Aspinall (Student Minister) gave out seeds
during morning worship with the prayer:
"LORD, AS THIS SEED TAKES ROOT AND GROWS,
SO MAY YOUR WORD BE ROOTED DEEP WITHIN ME,
SO THAT I MAY GROW IN FAITH. AMEN"
Some members of the congregation didn't just take the message to heart,
but also planted out their gift.

Well done, Anne Brandon standing beside her splendid multiheaded
specimen.
 Joy Russell
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OPEN THE BOOK
The new school term starts soon and so does the
next round of Open the Book presentations. We have
a plan for the whole of the school year, starting with
three presentations about Moses before focusing
back on Jesus for the rest of the year.
The September presentations on Thursdays 10th & 17th is
Moses: The Secret Baby.
The thought and prayer at the end of the presentation is about God
having a plan for everyone.
Please pray for God’s Word as it is taken into the primary schools through
Open the Book.
If you want to now more about this valuable work please see either Lynda
Hawkes or David Harrup from the Open the Book team.
 David Harrup

7.00PM ON SATURDAY 12TH  TO CLOSE THE WEEK OF PRAYER
An evening of praise and worship based upon the Fruit of the Spirit
(Galatians 5:2223).
There will be an opportunity for people to share their ‘encounter’ with God
from earlier in the week.
 Karen Harrup
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TEACHING & WORSHIP
PROGRAMME
REAL LIFE, REAL ISSUES: INSPIRATION FROM
THE LIFE OF SIMON PETER
Peter's story through parts of the Gospels and Acts, and then the letters of
1 and 2 Peter.
 Sue Mckenzie
6TH SEPT 15
10am

David & Karen Harrup
Elder: Dave Harrup
'Beginning of the Week of Prayer'
(Prayers following the service)

13TH SEPT 15
10am

Derek Taylor
‘Witnessing for Christ’
2 Peter 1:12 – 21
Communion (Dave Lomas)

7.15pm

ENCOUNTER

Elder: Dave Smith
(C) Mary Stait

20TH SEPT 15
10am

Kevan Hall
'False Prophets’
2 Peter 2:1 – 22

Elder: Phil Holmes

27TH SEPT 15
10am
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Dave Lomas
All Age Service

Elder: Rachel Hiscocks

HELPING HANDS SEPT 2015
CRECHE
Linda Symonds
6th
Rachel and Linda
13th Hilary and Ruth
20th Lewis and Hily
27th Catherine and Suzie
COFFEE

FLOWERS

Joy Russell
6th
Pat C & Mary P
13th Jan & Kathy dB
20th Ann T & Barbara C
27th Dave & Hilary

Barbara Conlon
6th
Mr. & Mrs. J. Thomson
13th Mrs. K. Blick
20th Mr. & Mrs. M. Pratt
27th Mrs. A. Brandon

WELCOME

MEDIA

Joy Russell
6th
Sue L.B. & helper
13th Jean & Sheila
20th The Hiscocks Family
27th Moira & Jim

Tim Symmonds
6th
Phil Holmes
13th Barrie Du Bu Boulay
20th Matthew Hiscocks
27th Dave Smith

CLEANING
Mary Stait
4/5th
11/12th
18/19th
25/26th

Ruth, Sue LB, Judith, (help wanted)
Linda & Tim, Kay P, Jan
Pat C, Kay B, Joy & Peter
Jeanette & Barrie, Anne, Hilary
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NEWS FROM DEB
GOODHEAD
Hamjambo! Well, it has been a little
while since I’ve given an update I am
so sorry about that! It was incredible to
have Mum out for 6 months & I feel so
blessed to have had that time with her
out here! Since then it’s been our
crazy summer…at one point we had
over 70 volunteers in Tanzania – 65 in one place
Although it has been a very busy summer, I got to see Charlie which
was great. I also got the massive privilege of spending 4 weeks of it
in a new place: Bunda which is about an hour away from Musoma
where I live. I ran the Tearfund team: 11 volunteers. I took our
brilliant friend & carpenter (+ jack of all trades) Philipo with me,
jumped in the white Landrover and headed with the team to Bunda.
There we stayed in one of the missionary family’s houses as they are
away on home assignment. It was so homely and I felt the house
gave us space to share together as well as have space on our own.
It was a real sanctuary!
The team had raised an incredible amount of money which meant
they were able to fund the building of a flour mill for the boys brigade
centre: here they learn the trade of carpentry they are aged between
1427 and as well as learning the trade they are also taught life skills.
There are currently 12 boys but the centre can hold up to 25. The
idea of the flour mill is to provide an income
for the centre so that they can subsidise the
fees that the boys need to pay so that they
can fill their quota. The team funded this
project and local workers plus the boys
themselves have been doing all the labour.
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The team however did build a 3 cubicle toilet block for the Bible
College. Here pastors come to train and their toilet facilities are
limited. There are currently around 50 pastors training at the college.
Myself & Philipo headed up the project and the team did an incredible
job with the building! I often think the telling of something is in the
detail…if your eyesight is good enough…yes there is a toilet brush
placed in the cubicle a much needed final ‘woman’s’ touch

It was so good to work on this project with both
Philipo, the team and some local men and women.
It was a real community build and something which hopefully will
encourage as well as transform the sanitation during the pastors
training. Not only did the team get involved in those two projects but
they also started a water tank for Bunda Girls Secondary Boarding
School.
Water is a massive problem in our area and the school (in fact the
Boys Brigade and Bible College too) often suffer
with lack of access to water. It has even caused
some pupils to stop attending school. So the
water tank will be a massive blessing to the
school as it will help to provide for one of
mankind’s basic needs! This school is great
because attendance in secondary education for
girls is low because they often get pregnant or are unable to focus on
their studies due to duties around the home, whereas the boarding
school encourages the girls to attend, focus and finish their
education. The school is run and set up by the Anglican Diocese of
Mara and is a fee paying school too.
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The team not only got stuck into the building but they also spent time
teaching English, reading, playing sport, leading Bible Studies with
both the Boys Brigade and Girls secondary school, as well as run the
Menstural Health Project and compete in a netball match with the
Girls Brigade. There was also the opportunity to help at the pre
school too.
With such a variety of projects to get involved in I saw God really
used this time to challenge, develop, equip, lead and encourage the
team in their walk with Him! There were lots of laughter and lots of
chats about life and it was so great to see the team really deepen and
grow in faith! And all this in just a month!!! Having a change of
scenery for this time I felt was a massive blessing from God He
really stretched me and challenged me in my role and gave me time
to really seek Him in my personal life too so July was a busy but a
blessed month and I am very grateful to God for all that He did!
THANK YOU so much for all your continued prayers! I guess my
current biggest prayer request is for the Autumn and all that it
holds…we are due to start a new project in Marsabit (Kenya). Myself
and Andrew will be leading the team there whilst Graham and Claire
lead another team here in Musoma…and with all that a new project
holds and the change and the safety please pray that we will
completely rely on God and trust Him with this new adventure! I pray
too that God is close to you all, in all that you are doing in the
Churches. A verse that I have felt encouraged by lately and is my
prayer for you too is:
Isaiah 41: 10: “SO DO NOT FEAR FOR I AM WITH YOU; DO NOT
BE DISMAYED, FOR I AM YOUR GOD. I WILL STRENGTHEN YOU
AND HELP YOU; I WILL UPHOLD YOU WITH MY RIGHTEOUS
RIGHT HAND.”
Mungu Akubariki (God bless you), Love Deb <><
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HARVEST SERVICE OFFERINGS
FOR THE WELCOME PROJECT
Our Harvest celebrations are being planned for Sunday
4th October as last year we will be collecting provisions
for the Welcome Project that does valuable work with people who have
been placed in a strange city, with very little other support, pending
decisions on whether they can stay in this country or increasingly now
when they will be deported.
The Project runs a foodbank every Thursday morning at St Martins House
in Leicester. The people attending have to be officially registered with the
Home Office as asylum seekers before they can collect food.
On 6th September about 35 people came along and took away 23 bags
of food each – just a week later on 13th September we tried to provide a
good bag of food for about 55 people – that is the challenge the project
has. We expect numbers to increase into the autumn and exceed the high
of 70s from last year.
How can you help?
We will be collecting items for the Welcome Project and as last year there
will be trays in the church – from Sunday 26th September through to
Sunday 4th October. These items will be taken and given out at the
project on Thursday 8th October.
We are specifically collecting the following – TEA BAGS AND TINS OF
CHOPPED TOMATOES, CHICK PEAS, KIDNEY BEANS OR WHITE
BEANS.
For more information as to how you can help please see Roger, Ruth or
David H – thank you.
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BIRTHDAYS

Happy Birthday, and may the Lord bless you:
WILLIAM WARD
SAM COLLINS
KORY BURFORD

2 years
12 years
15 years

3rd Sept 15
16th Sept 15
29th Sept 15
Sue Lawrence Brooks

GO MAD FUNDRAISING
On 05 September 2015 I shall be taking part in
the 5k London ‘Color Run’ to raise money for ‘Go
MAD in Tanzania’ projects. So, if you would like to sponsor me please
complete your details on the form in Church, OR you can sponsor me
online at:
https://mydonate.bt.com/fundraisers/marystait1
Thank you,  Mary Stait

PRAYER MEETING
This is an opportunity to talk to God about our church
TUESDAY 15 SEPT 15 AT 7.30PM
Theme: ‘LOVE GROBY’
It is an hour of prayer led by an elder – all are welcome and encouraged
to come along.
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 Phil Holmes

ETHICAL SHOPPING CHOICES
As you will see from Joy and Ruth's article, as a mission
team we are starting to look at modern slavery in our farming
industry. When considering what aspect of ethical shopping to look at, it
seemed relevant to also include an article linked to farming. We have
chosen to look specifically at dairy produce. It is widely publicised that
intensive cattle farming is prevalent in the production of the dairy produce
we buy. There has been much in the news recently about the cost of milk
and the impact this has on farmers.
Intensive farming of dairy cattle is fraught with animal welfare problems.
Cattle can be kept in confined spaces, often being left indoors for long
periods of time. The close proximity of the animals means that diseases
are rife, so the cattle are regularly treated with antibiotics, even as a
precautionary measure.
Wherever possible, it is better to buy organic dairy. Organic dairy produce
is not only better for people but better for the milkproducing cow.
According to the Soil Association, calves on organic farms will have been
suckled for around nine weeks, rather than separated from their mothers
within a few days, and the disease rates of animals are lower because of
better husbandry and a diet of mostly grass and clover. Their health is
managed without reliance on antibiotics, using conventional drugs only
when a problem is acute. Organic cows are not permanently shut up
indoors throughout the winter as nonorganic herds often are.
The Good Shopping Guide looks specifically at butter (and other
spreads), yoghurt and ice cream. In all these cases, Yeo Valley feature in
the category of good companies to buy from. They also sell organic milk,
cream, frozen yoghurt, all of which are delicious. While not all of their
products are available at all supermarkets, you will find most
supermarkets stock at least some of their range.
 Catherine Ward
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THE WINDOWS OF SAINTECHAPELLE
You may have seen in the media
recently that the stained glass
windows of SainteChapelle, a
jewel of high gothic architecture in
the IledelaCite in centre Paris
have been restored. Hidden away
in the Palace of Justice this gem of
a place was built circa 1240. The
windows have all been taken
down, and after seven years of
painstaking cleaning are once
again open to the public.
Have you heard the term a ‘thin place’? The idea comes from Celtic
spirituality and applies to a location where barrier between earth and
heaven feels, well, thin. The rugged Scottish island of Iona is one of the
most famous ones, as is the Holy Island of Lindisfarne.
We were puzzled as we walked across a courtyard filled with cars and
walked through a narrow door. Okay, so the ceiling of the room we
entered was vaulted, pretty but nothing special. Then one by one we
climbed the winding staircase of the two tiered building and emerged into
a second chapel. The light was amazing. The immense stained glass
windows that line the walls show scenes from both testaments and depict
1,130 biblical figures. It is impossible not to be dazzled by the sheer
beauty of the place. Even with the buzz of tourists, and the clicking
flashing, cameras, there is an unmistakeable presence; ‘a thin place’,
which we had chanced upon in the heart of a tourist city.
 Joy Russell
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AGRICULTURE SLAVERY
Lovely summer salads are just right for this time of the year. Let’s have
salad again tomorrow!
Did you ever give a thought as to who could have picked the lettuce for
your salad? You may well answer the farmers picked it, but farmers need
help to harvest salads and other vegetable crops and transport them to
the supermarkets.
The fact is that large numbers of illegal immigrants and EU workers who
are enslaved and exploited provide this labour in the vegetable fields of
East Anglia and elsewhere in the UK.
Close your eyes for a moment and imagine that this labour force is
removed from the harvest fields; resulting in a shortage of salad on the
supermarket shelves…. By the way, should illegal immigrants not be sent
home?
It is not difficult to realise that this is a complex issue. After all the
discussions and political debates, there remain individual people with
names, often with heart breaking stories to tell. It is called MODERN
SLAVERY and in the coming weeks and months, the Mission Team will
endeavour to explore with the church this kind of agricultural slavery.
At the time of writing we are looking for a suitable speaker from East
Anglia to share more about the plight of migrant workers close to home.
CHALLENGING STUFF? BUT, AS FOLLOWERS OF JESUS, JUSTICE
NEEDS TO BE PART OF OUR LIVING FOR HIM.
 Ruth Ivens & Joy Russell
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DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Sun 6 Sept 15

Start of Week of Prayer

Fri 11 Sept 15

Prayer Walk/Cycle around Groby

Sat 12 Sept 15

CTG Prayer Breakfast, URC Lead, P&J Feed

Sun 27 Sept15

Church Lunch, after morning Service
 Kathy Du Boulay

JOHN 1:1213 NIV
'YET TO ALL WHO DID RECEIVE HIM, TO THOSE
WHO BELIEVED IN HIS NAME, HE GAVE THE
RIGHT TO BECOME CHILDREN OF GOD—
CHILDREN BORN NOT OF NATURAL DESCENT,
NOR OF HUMAN DECISION OR A HUSBAND’S
WILL, BUT BORN OF GOD.'

OCTOBER 2015 ISSUE
NEXT DEADLINE SAT 19 SEMPTEMBER 2015
Please submit articles to me by the above date, preferred via email.
This magazine is published in print and on the church website,
grobyurc.com. If you would like to be added or removed from the paper
copy distribution list or the monthly hyperlink email list, please let me
know.
 Mark Hiscocks, HISCOCKSM@GMAIL.COM
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Groby United Reformed Church
member: Evangelical Alliance UK
www.grobyurc.com, LE6 OFE

CONTACTS
MINISTER:
Rev'd Sue McKenzie

0116 2321733 suemcken@gmail.com

YOUTH WORKER:
Ruth Cross

07759 087804 ruth.cross@outlook.com

SECRETARY:
Phil Holmes

0116 2253335 maxmellhouse@hotmail.com

HALL LETTINGS:
Kay Peel

07510 191182 ashforth40@gmail.com

SUNDAY MORNING WORSHIP (10AM)
All Age with Y.church (children’s session) Holy Communion as announced.
Babies and toddlers can be cared for on Sunday mornings. The church building
has a loop hearing system, wheelchair access, a toilet for the disabled & baby
nappychanging facilities.

Home Groups: Wed & Thurs evenings – see an elder for details.

WEEKLY ACTIVITIES
Monday:

9.3011.30am Noah’s Ark Club for toddlers and families.
6.007.15pm
Chattabox Mondays* (children years 36)
7.459.00pm
Rock Solid* (young people in years 79)
Wednesday:
7.309.00pm
Revelation* (teenagers, years 1013)
Thursday:
10.3012.00am Fair Cuppa* at Groby Village Hall.
Friday:
9.3011.30am CATCH* Coffee and chat (in termtime)
7.309.30pm
Gap* (young people in years 1013)
Saturday:
8.009.00am
Prayers, all welcome
*These activities are run jointly with St. Philip & St. James Church as part of
'Churches Together in Groby'.

